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the new features in fifa 07 include the ability to play as a coach in real-time, a new match engine,
new game engine, new gameplay engine, new career, new goals and stadiums, new pre-match ritual

and new first-touch passing. the new gameplay engine is partially based on the fifa 06 engine, but
also features better ai, more realistic physics, and more interactivity with the ball. the new

goalkeeping engine is also unique and features improved ai, more accurate shooting, and better
player reactions. the new match engine allows for more detailed stats and statistics. the new career
allows the player to start at any level in the series and choose between the previous fifa manager

series, the original fifa international soccer, or fifa 06. the new pre-match ritual allows the player to
set the ball up for the game, and new stadium and logos feature the series' newest stadiums,
including fenway park (red sox), olympiastadion (olympic games, germany), wembley stadium
(premier league, england), maracana stadium (sao paulo state, brazil), and the beijing national

stadium (china). the new first-touch passing was partially inspired by fifa manager, and is a crucial
feature of the game. first-touch passing was introduced in the fifa football series' first installment,
fifa international soccer, but was first used in a fifa game in this installment. the new game engine

was designed to improve the game's artificial intelligence and gameplay. the new feature in fifa 08 is
the use of 3d match engine, which allows players to take more control of the ball. the game also

features in-game camera angles, a new set of playmaking buttons and the ability to play the game in
conjunction with either an on-screen or a printed commentary. the new gameplay engine features

the ability to play out a 4v4 game from a view from the goalkeeper, something which was not
possible before in the series. other new gameplay features include the ability to play both as a

goalkeeper and a defender, friendly matches between two teams, the ability to play as a manager,
and a new set of playmaking controls. the new match engine allows for the game to last longer,

which results in more chances and more goals. the new pre-match ritual gives the player the chance
to change the weather and time of day, customize the teams, and select which stadiums will be

featured in the game.
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